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Extended Controlled Table L-Arrays 
RANI SIROMONEY* AND GIFT SIROMONEY 1" 
2VIadras Christian College, Tambaram, India 600059 
A generative two-dimensional rectangular ray model which allows for growth 
along the edges is proposed. The growth takes place in parallel, restricted by 
tables, and growth along the four different edges is controlled by a control set. 
Special classes of these models where the distinction between terminals and 
nonterminals i removed, provide for rectangular developmental arrays; the 
hierarchy within these classes i studied. The generative power of the new model 
is compared with that of earlier array models. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been renewed interest recently in the study of array grammars and 
array languages. Some of these grammars are motivated by the desire to generate 
or describe particular classes of pictures (Siromoney et al., 1972, 1973, 1974) 
while others are general enough to encompass all types of array languages 
(Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971; Rosenfeld, 1973). Correspondingly, there have 
been studies of automata cting on two-dimensional tapes, some being parallel, 
others sequential (Milgram and Rosenfled, 1971), and still others parallel/ 
sequential (Krithivasan and Siromoney, 1974; Rosenfeld and Milgram, 1973; 
Siromoney et al., 1972). 
L-systems for string languages have been under extensive study during the 
past few years (Herman and Rozenberg, 1975). This paper is an attempt o 
incorporate the developmental ype of generation used in L-systems into arrays. 
We propose amodel general enough to include some of the earlier array models. 
In L-systems for string languages, one of the main characteristics is the use 
of parallel rewriting for every symbol. This amounts to the simultaneous growth. 
of every cell, wherever it may be situated. In our table array models, we allow 
growth only along the edges. This is done in parallel, restricted by a table, 
and the growth along the four different edges is controlled by a control set on 
the set of tables. Control sets for string languages were introduced in Ginsburg 
and Spanier (1968) and L-systems in Ginsburg and Rozenberg (1975). Recently, 
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there have been further studies on the effect of control on ETOL and EOL 
languages (Asveld, 1975; Nielsen, 1975). It has been shown that regular control 
on ETOL does not affect its generative capacity while context-sensitive control 
on EDTOL and ETOL increases the generative power to that of recursively 
enumerable s ts. We note that the class of languages obtained by regular control 
on ETOL (i.e., ETOL) is a proper subset of some of the table L-array models 
introduced in this paper. The other characteristic ofL-systems is that there is 
no distinction between the sets of nonterminals and terminals, but extensions 
of the models that investigate the effect of allowing auxiliary symbols in 
L-systems, have been studied. In our table L-array models, we introduce the 
extended versions, considering as special classes the L-arrays, when there is no 
auxiliary symbol. 
In this paper, we study table L-systems that generate rectangular arrays. 
Further work in this direction includes the introduction of table L-systems that 
generate circular (Siromoney and Siromoney, 1975)and hexagonal(Siromoney and
Siromoney, 1976) patterns and the study of a special class of table L-array models 
which generate strings (Krithivasan and Nirmal, 1975). 
2. THE EXTENDED CONTROLLED TABLE L-ARRAY MODELS 
DEFINITION 2.1. An extended, controlled (kl, kr, ku, ka) table L-array 
grammar is a 5-tuple G = (V, T, ~,  C, S, #)  where V is a finite nonempty 
set (the alphabet of G); 
T _C V is the terminal or target alphabet of 67; 
is a finite set of tables {P1, P2 ..... P~}, and each P~, i = 1 ..... k, is a left, 
right, up, or down table consisting, respectively, of a finite set of left, right, 
up, or down rules only. The rules within a table are all of the same type: either 
string rules with neighborhood context determined by kl, kr, ku, kcl ~ {0, 1}, 
or matrix rules. In either case, all right-hand sides of rules within the same table 
are of the same length; 
C is a control anguage over ~;  and S 6 V is the start matrix; 
# is an element not in V (the marker of G). 
In particular, 
(1) if V = T and S is a matrix M 0 (the axiom), G is a controlled table 
L-array grammar; 
(2) if C ~ ~*,  then there is no control and the order of applications of 
the tables is arbitrary; G is then an extended table L-array grammar. 
Thus these variations give rise to several kinds of systems and we use the 
appropriate abbreviations, kl,  kr, ku, ka ~ {0, 1} fix the depth of the left, 
right, up, and down neighborhood context for each grammar. 
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If  hi ~- kr = ku = ha = 0, then the rules are all context free in nature and 
will be a generalization of the rules of a TOL system (Herman and Rozenberg, 
1975) to two dimensions. We shall refer to this as a context-free (or 0L) table 
array grammar. I f  at least one of hi, kr, ku, ka equals 1, we get neighborhood 
context, and we shall refer to this as a context-dependent (or 1L) table array 
grammar. 
Notation. Let kl ~ kr = ku = ka = 1 and a l ,  ar ,  au ,  ad in V U {#}, 
a in V and w in V + (for the left and right tables) or V+ (for the up and down 
tables) such that 1 w [ is the same for every rule in a table. Then each left table 
L in ~ is a finite set of sextuples (# ,  ar, au, aa, a, w), each right table R in 
a finite set of sextuples @1, #,  au, aa, a, w), each up table U in ~ a finite set 
of sextuples <al, at ,  # ,  aa, a, w), and each down table D in ~ a finite set of 
sextuples (al ,  at ,  au, #,  a ,w) .  The rules in a left table are written 
(# ,  at,  a~l, ad, a) ~ w or 
au au 
Ca ar ¢" a 1 "'" anar , 
ad ad 
where w = a 1 .." a,,, i.e., a is rewritten as w in the left-context # (i.e., when 
a occurs in the leftmost column of an array), right-context ar ,  up-context au,  
and down-context aa. Similarly for the other tables, using ~ for rules in a down 
table and I' for rules in up tables. In cases when any or all of hi ,  kr ,  hu, ha 
equals zero, we leave that side empty to indicate that there is no context. Also, 
when it is understood which table a particular P is (whether left, right, up, or 
down) we may leave out the endmarker in that direction, in every rule in that 
table. 
DEFI~'ITION 2.2. Let G = ( V, T, ~ ,  C, S, #)  be an @l ,k r ,ku ,kd}  
ECT ILA  grammar. Let 
a l l  --- a l ,~_ 1 a ln  a l l  ..- a l ,~_ l  win 
M1 . . . . . . .  , M2  . . . . . . .  
a~l  "'" am,~z-1 am aml  "'" a~r,,.n-1 wfn.n 
with ai~ in V and win in V +, i 1 .... , m, j = 1,..., n. We say that M1 directly 
derives M 2 (by a right table R in ~)  denoted M 1 ~R M2 if there exists a right 
table R in ~ such that for every i in {1,..., m}, R contains a rule of the form 
(a l ,  # ,  au,  aa ,  a in ,  gOiaz) with F wi** [ the same for all i in {1 ..... m}, such that 
(i) a~ = ai.n_ 1 
(ii) if i > 1 then a~ = ai-l.,~, and 
(iii) if i<  mthena e = ai+l. ~. 
Thus M 1 => R M~ if M 2 is obtained from M 1 by applying in parallel the rules in 
a right table to all the symbols in the rightmost column of M, .  Similarly we 
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define ~L, ~v ,  ~o  corresponding to a left, up, or down table. We write 
M~ ~ M 2 if either M 1 ~ R M2 ' or M 1 ~ L 2142 ' or M 1 =~ v M2 ' or M 1 ~ D 21//2 " 
We write M 0 ~*  M iff there exists a sequence of derivations M 0 => ml 
Ma ~m2 "'" ~ ,  M~ = M, such that PqPi2 .." P~, ~ C. I f  necessary, we may 
use the symbols 1, r, u, and d above the ~,  to indicate that it represents a left, 
right, up, and down derivation step, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set rig(G) of arrays is called an extended controlled 
table IL array language (ECTILAL)  iff there exists an extended eontrotied 
table IL array grammar G (ECTILAG) such that Jd (G)= {M/S ~*  M, 
M + T++}. 
Similarly, for the other classes. 
Remark. (i) Within each of the variations, there is a scope for defining 
different subclasses. For example, the control language C may be chosen to be 
from a family ~ which may be either regular, context free, or context sensitive, 
in which case we attach the corresponding name to the control. 
(ii) Within each table, if each rule is a matrix rule, then we modify the 
definitions of ~ and =>* accordingly. 
(iii) Again, within the table, the rules may be chosen to be deterministic, 
propagating, growing, etc. 
(iv) In 0L systems, one other requirement is that of completeness, i.e., 
there exists at least one rule for every symbol. A similar assumption is made for 
table 0L systems. In our models, we have not made use of the completeness 
condition mainly because, according to our definition of a derivation, ageneration 
will block if there do not exist rules in that table for every symbol occurring in 
that row or column edge. 
Normal Form. In the general definition, we have taken the length of the right 
side of any rule in a particular table to be a fixed integer k ~ 0. Since in our 
models only one symbol in a rule is rewritten, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that 0 ~< k ~< 2. Using the terminology of L-systems (Herman and 
Rozenberg, 1975), we shall call an array grammar 
(i) propagating, if k > 0 
(ii) growing, if k = 2. 
(iii) limited, if k ~ 2, and 
(iv) deterministic, if whenever (a l ,  ar  , au, aa, a) + w 1 and @1, ar  , 
au, ad, a) ~ w~ are two productions in the same table, wl = we • 
Thus the models we have proposed include a wide variety of classes of array 
languages, and each by itself will be worth studying. We consider here certain 
special classes and show how very simple grammars can generate interesting 
classes of pictures which can reflect growth patterns having controlled growth 
along the edges. 
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3. EXAMPLES AND HIERARCHY 
In this section, to illustrate the ideas, we choose one specific class, viz., 
the growingL-systems (i.e., k ~ 2 and F- = T) and show how different variations 
in control (viz., regular, CF and CS) and table (viz., 0L and IL) can be used 
to describe the growth of several developmental patterns. 
In the following sets of examples, in a rule if any particular side is context 
independent, we shall just leave that side empty (similar to the usage of d --~ 
for a context-free rule). The first set of examples deals with the generation 
of arrays by table 0L array grammars without control and with regular, CF, 
or CS control. 
EXAMPLE 3.11. Rectangles of X's (Fig. 1) can be generated by a table 0L 
array grammar without control. 
Let 
a = (v,  ~ ,  Mo) where V = {X}, Mo ---- (X}, ~ = (R, O}, 
R-=-{X--~XX}, D=IX~,Xt ,  and control is -~*. 
X 
EXAMPLE 3.12. Squares of all sizes with X along the border (Fig. 2) can 
be generated by a table 0L array grammar with regular control. 
Let G ~- (V, ~, C, Mo) where V = {., X}, M 0 =.  
= {R~, R~, U~, U~, L, O}, 
R~={.~..}, 81=1. ~ :I, 
R~ ---- {. ~ .  X}, 
X,  X I l(.t • x~x,  u~ 
L ={. - ->X. ,X - ->XX) ,  
I 
X 
and the control anguage C ~ {(R1U1) ~ R2U2LD/n >~ 0}. 
X XX X XX XXX X XXX XX XXX 
X XX X XXX XX XXX 
X XX XXX 
FIGURE 1 
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XXX 
LX 
X~E 
XXXX XXXX XXXXXX 
X . .X  X . . .X  X .... X 
X. .X  X . . .X  X .... X 
XXXX X . . .X  X .... X 
XXXXX X .... X 
XXXXXX 
FIGURE 2 
Xo 
XX 
X.. X. . .  X .... 
X..  X. . .  X .... 
XXX X. . .  X .... 
XXXX X .... 
XXXXX 
FIGURE 3 
.X  XX 
. ° . ,X  
• .X  . . .X  . . .XX  
.XX . .XX . .XXX 
XXX .XXX .XX~ 
XXXX XXXXX 
FIGURE 4 
t . ,XQ,o 
• .X . . . .  XXX. .  
.X. .XXX. .XXXXX. 
XXX XXXXX XXXXXXX 
FIGURE 5 
, . , , ,W 
.... W .... HS  
. . .W . . .HI  . . .HIL 
..HL . .HIL . .HI IL 
.HIS .Hi l l  .Hi l ls 
VBBR VBBBR VBBBBR 
FIGURE 6 
Regular control on a table 0L array grammar can also generate L's of all 
sizes with the same proportions (Fig. 3), right triangles of X's (Fig 4), pyramids 
of all sizes (Fig. 5), and Kirsch's right triangles (Fig. 6) (Kitsch, 1964). 
We note that the set of arrays consisting of rectangles of X's of all sizes is 
generated by a TOLA grammar without control whereas the set of arrays con- 
sisting of squares of X's of all sizes can be generated only by TOLA grammar with 
regular control. In Example 3.11, regular control {(RD)n/n >/ 1} is needed to 
make the lengths of the sides of the rectangle qual. This example illustrates 
the fact that regular control on table 0L arrays increases generative capacity. 
For string languages, it has been of interest to study the effect of regular control 
on the generative capacity of a given family. We have now extended this study 
to table 0L array languages. 
These examples are useful in describing developmental patterns which grow 
along their edges but maintain the same shape. 
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EXAMPLE 3.13. Squares split vertically into three equal columns (Fig. 7) 
can be generated by a table 0L array grammar with CF control but not with 
regular control. 
G ---- (V, ~ ,  C, Mo) , where V={. ,X} ,  
X.  
M° ---= X . '  ~ = {RI' R2, R~, L, D}, 
R1 = {. - - . .} ,  R~ = {. -~ .  x} ,  R3 = {X ~ X X}, 
L = {X--+ X X}, D = {X S X, . $ .}, 
X 
C -= {(RiLD3) ~ DR~Ra~/n ~ 0}. 
That this class cannot be generated by any table OL array grammar with regular 
control follows from the fact that there are three equal components and at most 
two of them can be taken care of in a single stage of a derivation. 
EXAMPLE 3.14. Squares of X's of side 2 n (Fig. 8). This language can be 
generated by a table 0L array grammar with CS control. 
Let 
G = (V, ~,  C, Mo), 
XX 
v = {x},  Mo = X X '  
= {R, D}, R = {X-+ X X}, 
C = {(RD)2"-2/n >~ 1} which 
D= x~x,  
X 
is CS. 
X.X XX..XX 
X .X XX..XX 
X.X XX..X]6 
XX.. XX 
XX..XX 
XX..XX 
FmUR~ 7 
XXX. . .  XXX 
XXX. . .  XXX 
XXX. . .  XXX 
XXX. . .  XXX 
XXX...XXX 
XXX...XXX 
XXX...XXX 
XXX... XXX 
XXX... XXX 
XX 
XX 
XXXX XXXXXXXX 
XXXX XXXXXXXX 
X_XXX XXXXXXXX 
XXXX XXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXX 
xxxxxxXX 
FIGURE 8 
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It can be seen that this class cannot be generated by any table 0L array grammar 
either with regular or CF control since the growth at each stage is of the order 
of 2% which is not semilinear and hence cannot be CF or regular. 
We give one more example of a table 0L array grammar with CF control. 
This example is interesting since the corresponding picture class is generable 
by a (CS: CS) array grammar (Siromoney et al., 1973). 
EXAMPLE 3.15. 
generate the picture class defined in Fig. 12. 
Let 
C = (V, ~, C, Mo), v={. ,x} ,  
M o= . X ,  ~={D 1 ,D~,D,L ,  U,R, R1,R~}, 
XX 
OL table array grammar with CF control is needed to 
x ® 
L ={. -~. . ,x - - ,xx ) ,  R~ =(x -+xx) ,  
R~, = {® ---,,- ® ®}, D=IX~I, 
R = {X- -X@,  ®~ @ ®}, 
C = {(LR1)"(D~U)mD D~R R~n/m, n ) 0}. 
X 
x,t: I, 
This set of examples hows clearly the hierarchy of table 0L array languages 
without control and with regular, CF, and CS control. The second set of 
examples deals with the generation ofarrays by TIL  array grammar with regular, 
CF, or CS control 
EXAMPLE 3.21. Square spirals (Fig. 9). Let G = (V, ~, C, Mo, #)  where 
v = {.,x} 
Mo =xxx  
X.X  
.X  
= {R~, R2,L 1,L 2, U1, U2,/)1, D~}, 
R~ = {X ~ X 6, R~ = {. --,-. X}, 
L 1 = {X --~. X , .  --*..}, Le = (. -+ X .}, 
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X [ 
l# x .  '~ # x . ,  . '~., . xx  '~.xx,  xxx  ~ xxx ,  u1 
X 
xx . '~  xx . , .x  # ~.x# I, 
X X 
I 
D~= IX ~,X ,X . . J ,X  . . , . . .~ ,  . . . .  . .X  ~. . X, 
( X X X X 
x .x  ~ x .x  I, 
D2= {XX,~XX,  X .~,X . ,X# 4X#, .~, .  I, 
X 
C = (RIR2L1LzU1U2D1D2)*. 
Thus a table IL array grammar G with regular control generates square spirals. 
The set of all diamonds (Fig. 10) can also be generated by a table IL array 
grammar with regular control. 
YYxx~LXX 
X . . . . .  x 
XXX X.XXX.X 
X.X X.X.X .X 
. .X X . . .X .X  
XXXXX .X 
o,.o..X 
FIGURE 9 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
x . . . . . . . . .  x 
x. XX2CLLX X .X 
X.X . . . . .  X.X 
X.X.XXX .X.X 
X.X.X.X.X.X 
X.X...X.X.X 
X. XXXXX .X .X 
X . . . . . . .  X.X 
XXXXXXXXX. X 
° ,°e. . , i . °X 
EXAMPLE 3.22. Table IL array grammar with CF control (Fig. 11). Let 
G=(V,~,C ,  Mo,#) ,  where V=( - ,X} ,  
XX 
Mo = . X ,  ~ = {L1, 4 , RI , R2 , R~ , R~}, 
.X  
XX 
L, ={. -+. . ,X -+XX},  
L2 = {. ~ X .  , X---> X X} ,  
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R1 = {X-+ X X}, 
R~ = -+ X X ,  X---+ X .  , X -+ X X , 
x x # # 
R~ = {X- - -  X X, . - - - . .} ,  
R4 = {X---,- X X , .  - - , .  X}, 
C = {(L1R1) n-a L2R2R~-IR4/n ~ 1} is CF. 
We note that a table 0L array grammar with CS control can also generate this 
class of pictures. 
.X. 
XXX 
o,X.i 
.XXX. 
xxxxx 
.XXX. 
,.X,. 
. . ,No**  
•. XXX. .  
.XXXXX. 
XXXX~XX 
.XXXXX. 
. .XXX. ,  
,o~X,e, 
. J l .X , , * *  
•. XXXXX. .  
• XXXXXXX.  
XXXXXXXXX 
. XXXXXXX.  
• .XXXXX.. 
•. .XXX. . .  
.°.,X,... 
. F IGURE 10 
EXAMPLE 3.23. Table I L  array grammar with CS control. We modify 
{(R1R2L1L2 U1 U2D1D2)~>o} toserve as an example Example 3.21 with control C = 2n 
of I L  array languages with CS control. 
We give one more example to illustrate the use of matrix rules within a table. 
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XXIO[X XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX 
X.X.X X. .XX. .X X. . .XXX.. .X 
X.X.X X. .XX. .X X...iCiX...X 
XXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX 
FIGURE 11 
.X@ .X@ 
XX@ .X@ 
@@@ XX@ 
XX@ 
@@@ 
@@@ 
.X@ 
.X@ .X@ 
.X@ .X@ 
.X@ .X@ 
~YX@ XX@ 
XX@ XX@ 
XX@ XX@ 
@@@ XX@ 
@@@ @@@ 
@@@ @@@ 
@@@ 
@@@ 
..XX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
@@@@@@ 
..XXS@ 
..XX$@ 
XXXX@@ 
XXXX@$ 
@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@ 
..XX@@ 
..XX@@ 
..XX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@ 
•. XX@@ 
•. XX@@ 
• .XX@$ 
• .XX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
XXXX@@ 
@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@ 
•..XXX@@@ 
XXXXXX@@@ 
@@@@@@@@@ 
•.. XXX@@@ 
... XXX@@@ 
XXXYD[X@@@ 
XXXXXX@@@ 
@@@@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@@@@ 
F IGURE 12 
.... XXXX@@@@ 
.... XXXX@@@@ 
.... XXXX@@@@ 
XXXXXXXX@~ 
XXXXXXXX~ ~°~'~"~ 
XXXXXXXX@~@@ 
, , ,X  
o , .X  
oooX 
XXXX 
ooo , , ,X  
, ° , , . ,X  
° , , . , ,X  
•..XXXX 
J ooX.°°  
leoX l l .  
XXXX... 
FIGURE 13 
...oo°..oX 
°..o,.°,oX 
.6,°8,,,.X 
...... XXXX 
i°oo,°Xo~e 
o.o.°.X, ol 
•..XXXX... 
°.jXo°.°.i 
Q°.X,~°°,. 
XXXX ...... 
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EXAMPLE 3.31• Starieases of X's of fixed proportion (Fig. 13). Let 
G -~ (V, ~,  C, Mo) where V={X, .}  
• . , X 
M o = . . X ~ -~ {R~,  Re ,  U1 ,  U2} 
.X  
XXXX 
I X.----> XX . --~. i l  X- -~ X . --~ R I~ X- ->X.  ' ~ ' X---~ X . 
R2__  1 .  ---~ • . 
• ~ . . 
. . . .  • • X 
° .  °X  ° .  
. . . .  :I, 
c = ÷. 
Thus table 0L array grammar with matrix rules and regular control generates 
staricases of X's of fixed proportions. 
Thus it is clear that within the class 
a proper containment hierarchy can 
control. In general, we have 
(R) TOLAL G (CF) 
C 
of languages of table IL  array grammars, 
be established for regular, CF, or CS 
TOLAL C (CS) TOLAL 
c c 
=m 
(R) T ILAL  C (CF) TILAL C (CS) TILAL 
where (7) TXLAL refers to table XL array languages with Y control; X may 
be 0 or I, and 7 may be R, CF, or CS. 
4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ARRAY MODELS 
Generally, when a new model is introduced, it is of interest o compare its 
generative power with earlier models. We make such comparisons here with 
matrix models (Siromoney et al., 1972), parallel/sequential models (Rosenfeld 
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and Mitgram, 1973), kolam array models (Siromoney et al., 1973), and array 
models (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971; Rosenfeld, 1973). To distinguish our 
earlier array models (Siromoney et al., 1973, 1974) from those of Rosenfeld's 
(Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971 ; Rosenfeld, 1973), we are referring to the former 
as kolam array models. 
4.1. The regular matrix languages (RML), context-free matrix languages 
(CFML), and context-sensitive matrix languages (CSML) (Siromoney et al., 
1972) are all generable by extended table IL array grammars with regular control. 
In the matrix models, intermediate languages (regular, CF, or CS) are generated 
horizontally and then vertical generation proceeds in parallel according to 
a finite set of right-linear grammars. It can be seen that the class of RML is a 
proper subset of the class of extended table array languages with right-linear 
type of rules and regular control. Since we are considering the extended versions 
of the table array models, and the rules in a table are all applicalble only at the 
edges, it is meaningul to talk of right-linear type of rules, i.e., rules of the form 
A~ aB, A--* a, A ,B  in V - -  T, and aE T. On the other hand, both CF 
and CS matrices require context-dependent rules in the extended table with 
regular control. 
THEOREM 4.11. The class of regular matrix languages i a proper subset of 
the family of extended table OL array languages with right-linear-type rules 
and regular control. 
Proof. Let M be an RML generated by the RMG G =- (GI~ G2) where 
G x ~- (N, I, P, S) is right linear with P = { Pl,..-, Pr}, I = (J~-i S~, and 
G2 ~- Ui~l G2i, each G2i ~- (Ni, T, Pi,  Si) is right linear with - 
Pi = {qil .... , qir,}. 
Let G' = (V, T, 5,  C, S) where 
V=NwI~N~wT,  ~ = {R, D}, 
i=1  
R=(P}, 9=UP , 
i=1 
C = R+D+. 
It can be easily seen that G' generates M. Proper containment can be easily 
established by considering the examples in 3.12 none of which is an RML. 
In the cases of CFML and CSML, the horizontal line of intermediates cannot 
be generated by horizontal rules alone. We need context-dependent vertical 
rules as well to generate the CF or CS string languages. The technique is given 
in the informal proof of the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.12. The classes of CFML and CSML are properly contained 
in the class of extended table IL array languages with regular control. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be any CSG. It has been shown that every 
context-sensitive language (CSL) can be generated by a grammar whose produc- 
tions are of the form A ~ BC (1), AB --~ AC (2) and A -+ a (3), A, B, C e N, 
a E T (Penttonen, 1974). Further, that there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that rules of the form (1) are applied first corresponding to a leftmost derivation, 
than left context rules of the form (2) and finally terminal rules of the type (3) 
(Rozenberg and Salomaa, 1975). We shall assume that G is in this standard 
normal form. 
Let N = {A 1 ..... A,}. For each rule Ai ---* AjA~ in P, let LA, be a left table 
consisting of the single production A i ---> AjA~ and let C 1 = {LAJA i --> AjA~ 
is in P}*. Again, for each rule Ai--~ A~A~ we construct the tables 
L" = {Ar --+ #A r for every A~ ~ N, =7~Ai} A i 
is a left table, D A* ~ = {#A~ $ A,.A~, #A~ $ ##,  Ai $ A~, and A s J, A s for every 
A,  in N different from A i and A~} is a down table for each A r in N different 
from A i . 
CA~ = {D]~ for every Ar in N different from Ai}*; 
D'A, = {#Ai  ~ A jA i ,  #A i  J, #Ak ,  and A r 4 Ar for every A~ in N} 
is a down table. 
Let WA, = L'A~CA~ "D'At be the control on the tables corresponding to the 
single rule A i -+ A~A~ and let C 2 = {WAJA i --* AjA~ in P}*. Then for each 
left context rule AiA~ --~ AiAk construct a down table DAd; = {AiA j $ AIA k 
and A r ~ A~ for every A~ in N}. Let C a = {DA,AJAiA~ -+ AiAk in P}*. Finally, 
let D = {Ai ~ a, for every terminal rule in P} be a down table and D a sequence 
of tables incorporating the vertical rules of G2 • (Similar to the table constructed 
in Theorem 4.11.) Let G = (N vo #,  T, ~ ,  C, S) where 
Ai~AjAt :  AI-+AjA k Ai--)AjA k, A~. i l l  N~A t 
Ai-'>AjA k AiAj ->AiA k 
and C is the regular set C 1 • C a • C a - D - D'. 
Informally, the role of an La~ table is to apply the rule A i ~ AjA~ when A i 
appears as the leftmost symbol at a step of a derivationL~, creates a left marker # 
and DA~ shifts the marker past every A r to the left of A i and when the left 
marker is to the left of A i the effect of D'  is to replace A i by AjA~ This ' A i • 
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sequence of operations to replace _di by AjA~ (when Ai need not be the leftmost 
symbol of the string) is brought out by the control C 2 . Left context rule 
AiAj ~ AiAk is carried out by table DAlAi and C 3 allows for the application 
of several such rules. The application of the terminal rules is taken care of by D 
and vertical generation by the sequence of tables D'. It is clear that G' generates 
L(a).  
Proper containment is established by considering Example 3.21 which is 
neither a CFML nor a CSML. We note that this theorem can be derived as a 
corollary of Theorem 4.21 also. 
COROLLARY. The class of CSL and hence the class of ETOL and (Reg) ETOL 
(Asveld, 1975) are properly contained in the family of extended controlled table 
IL languages with regular control. 
4.2. We now compare the extended table L-array models with the parallel/ 
sequential models (Rosenfeld and Milgram, 1973) which are similar to the matrix 
models. We only compare with the class accepted by one-way parallel/sequential 
automata. We prove that the class accepted by one-way PS machines is properly 
contained in the class generated by extended IL table array languages with 
regular control. We make use of the formalism of a parallel/sequential machine 
as presented in Feldman (1973). 
THEOREM 4.21. The class of arrays accepted by one-way parallel~sequential 
machines is a proper subset of the class of arrays generated by the extended table IL 
array grammars with regular control. 
Proof. Let M = <A, F,/z, $, l, r)  be a one-way PS machine where 
A = <X, Q, qo, 3> is an FSA in which 
Z is a finite input alphabet, 
Q is a finite set of states, 
qo is the initial state, and 
3: Q u {l} × Q × Q ~ {r} × Z * 2 ° is the transition function. 
F _C Q is a set of final states, 
/z: Q -~ 2 ~°,t) is the move function, 
l, r are distinguished states, 
$ E Z is a distinguished symbol called the boundary marker. 
We construct G, the extended table IL array grammar with regular control, 
as follows. 
Let G = (V, Z, ~@, C, S) where 
v = {s) w Q u z, 
Z is the finite input alphabet of A, 
S is the start symbol, 
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TA2,..., TA ka is a sequence of tables with context-dependent rules generating the 
CS intermediate language MA starting from the string A n, or dT~ • This is done 
as follows. Rosenfeld (1971) has defined a rewriting rule u ~ v to be isotonic 
provided ]u] = 1 v l. Also, a grammar all of whose rules are isotonic, is called 
an isotonic grammar. Further, he has proved that for any language L having a 
monotonic grammar (all the rules u -+ v are such that I u ] ~< ] v ]), there exists 
an isotonic grammar generating L starting from the set of initial strings 
{Sl~/k ~ 1, 2,...} (Theorem 2, Section 2, Rosenfeld, 1971). Making use of the 
Kuroda-Pentonnen normal form, mentioned in Theorem 4.12, the above proof 
can be modified to show that every context-sensitive language L can be generated 
by a grammar which consists of only rules of the form u ~ v with [ u I = I v ] = 2 
or l u] = ] v[ = 1, (i.e., isotonic rules whose length is either two or one), 
starting from the set of initial strings {ST~/k = 1, 2,...}. Now the technique in 
the proof of Theorem 4.12 can be adapted to construct ables of rules, whose 
controlled application generates the context-sensitive intermediate language 
M A on the set of initial strings {Ak/k  = 1, 2,...} (or {Ak/k  = I, 2,..}). Let 
G'  = (V ,  I,  ~ ,  C, S )  where V is obtained in the course of the construction. 
i=1 Ae V 2 
Let w A = TA 1 • TA ~ "" T~A.  The control set C is the regular set obtained by 
substituting wi for each terminal matrix Mi ,  i = 1, 2,...,  n and w a for A in the 
language generated by/)1 treating the rule S 1 T $2 also as S 1 -+ S2A.  
The effect of wi is to generate the initial matrix Mi  corresponding to a terminal 
rule S i  -+ Mi  • The effect of table TA 1 is to create a row or column of A's  at 
an edge, corresponding to a rule which involves A c V e in P1 • The remaining 
tables TA~,..., T~a- t  generate a context-sensitive language over the nonterminals 
of the intermediate language MA. Here, the technique of Theorem 4.12 is 
adapted. Finally, each nonterminal of MA is replaced by a string of terminals 
(of equal number of rows or equal number of columns) which gives rise to 
table TA ~a. The formation of the control word WA allows for the application of 
the tables corresponding to the intermediate laguage MA in this order. The 
regular control set over the alphabet M i , i = 1,..., n and WAA E V e enables 
the application of w i first and then each control word w A according to the rules 
in/)1 generating the regular set over V~. It is clear thatL(G) = L(G ' ) .  
To show proper containment, we note that Example 3.21 is not an (R: CS) 
array (Siromoney et al., 1973). Further, Theorem 4.31 illustrates the fact that 
the extended table I L  array models with regular control intersect with the 
remaining six families of kolam models. 
4.4. Finally, we compare with the general array models (Milgram and 
Rosenfeld, 1971; Rosenfeld, 9173) which are the most general of all array 
models. Naturally, the Turing array model and the array bounded model will 
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include all the extended table models, without control. When the extended 
table models act with control, further study is needed to show how exactly the 
control can be incorporated into the array grammars. On the other hand, it can 
be shown that the class accepted by FSAA is properly contained in the extended 
table arrays with context-dependent rules. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have defined our table array models to generate rectangular arrays. 
Even nonrectangular figures are embedded in rectangular arrays filling the 
remaining spaces with blanks. An extension of our model is to consider classes 
of arrays not necessarily rectangular, allowing growth along the outer edges. 
It may be of interest to examine the relative merits of these models. 
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